Phoney fines and
dodgy signs take
drivers for a ride
• Private parking firms are chasing a
£160-million-a-year bonanza based
on unclear signs and documents –
and it’s all approved by the DVLA.
• Heavy parking penalties make the
case for clear and legible signs.
By MARTIN CUTTS
Additional research by Nev Metson – former detective sergeant i/c
Dyfed Powys Police Fraud Department and Economic Crime Unit

Parking firms whose income depends on unclear signs and
payment demands are being supported by the Driver and
Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA) through a little-known
agreement with the British Parking Association (BPA).
It’s led to about four million drivers being pursued for charges
that many of them mistakenly think are real parking fines. In
the current year alone, BPA-member firms are chasing drivers
for these phoney (ie, not official) fines worth £160million
using names and addresses they’ve got from the DVLA, a
government agency that’s making £5million from the deal.
Though the firms’ actions are usually lawful, the DVLA has
even sold thousands of motorists’ names to a BPA member
company that has a criminal record for using misleading signs
to dupe drivers.
Article from Plain Language Commission’s website, http://www.clearest.co.uk. Visit the site for
more articles, guides on plain English, free books and newsletters, and details of our services.
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summary and comment
Pact that milks motorists shows moral vacuum
at DVLA and BPA
A bitter and unequal battle is being fought all over Britain. On one side are
drivers who park on private land near hospitals, supermarkets and retail centres.
On the other is a ruthless alliance of money-making interests, comprising:
• the Government’s own Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA)
• the British Parking Association (BPA) – a trade body to which the DVLA has
given sweeping powers to ‘self-regulate’ the private parking industry, and
• private parking companies that belong to the BPA, dominate it, and shelter
behind its status as the only DVLA-approved trade association for parking.
They often run car parks for landowners like Tesco, Aldi and McDonald’s as
well as hospital trusts, universities, pubs and shopping centres.
Relying on information from surveillance cameras and – in England and Wales
until at least October 2012 – wheel-clamping that can lead to drivers paying
release fees of more than £600, the alliance is easily outgunning motorists.
Some BPA-member companies are bent on making as much as they can from
‘parking charge notices’, which impose phoney (ie, not official) fines of up to
£150 that drivers mistakenly regard as police or council penalties – partly
because the notices look like official-fine documents and the amounts charged
are similar. The firms then use aggressively worded letters to persuade drivers to
pay up. Some drivers even think they’ll get a criminal record if they don’t pay.
Because warning signs are sometimes small, badly placed and misleading, car
parks have become traps where drivers are being caught and penalized in record
numbers. One BPA member firm, NSL, even required its wardens to meet ticketing quotas to maximize the money it made for its employer, a London council.
About four million drivers have been chased for penalties of £60–150 since the
alliance began in 2007 when the BPA and the DVLA struck a partnership deal
based on the BPA’s code of practice for private parking. The code was written by
a committee chaired by Simon Renshaw-Smith, head of one of the most controversial companies, Excel Parking Services Ltd. Angela Smith, MP for the firm’s
home area, Sheffield, told the House of Commons:
‘Many of my constituents complain to me that companies such as Excel – no doubt
I will get another nasty threatening letter from that company as a result of this
speech – fleece customers. Such companies’ signage is appalling and they ‘fine’
customers on the basis, sometimes, of parking slightly over a line in a parking
space. The signage is so unclear that motorists do not know whether they have
broken the rules or not, and the DVLA is passing on the information about these
motorists to such companies.’ (18 Jan 2010)

The penalties imposed by all BPA-member firms are based on signs and documents that the code states must be ‘clear’. Yet their signs are often legalistic,
confusing and illegible to typical users. Busy drivers often miss them or don’t
take time to scrutinize text that, in some cases, runs to 750 words. Appeals
against the penalties are decided by company staff and usually rejected. Just as
bad, the ‘fine’ documents generally fail to state motorists’ rights and mislead by
failing to say that the penalties don’t come from any official body.
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The DVLA’s price for giving the BPA free
rein over private parking is to take about
£5million a year from its member firms. In
return it reveals the names and addresses
of the registered keepers of vehicles whose
drivers are alleged to have broken car-park
rules. The firms then chase the drivers for
money.
The DVLA pleads it does not make a
profit from its pact with the BPA. But the
issue is not profit but ethics. In making a
sweetheart deal with the BPA and ignoring
its members’ excesses, the DVLA has
contracted out some of its key publicservice duties to a private club. This gives
BPA firms a licence to use unclear signs
and documents that take tens of millions
of pounds from motorists. In one case, the
DVLA refused to intervene on car-park signs at Stockport condemned as
unclear by a judge, which means £100 penalties continue to be imposed on an
average of 3,800 drivers every year. The pact says the DVLA should ‘monitor’
the BPA, but the DVLA limply preaches ‘self-regulation’ and turns a blind eye.
BPA member firms think they are untouchable, verbally savaging MPs like
Angela Smith and Nick Smith for speaking out against them. One firm’s managing director has even called for the judge in the Stockport case to be sacked,
saying she had ‘an ulterior motive’ for dismissing its case against a driver. Yet he
did not report the judge to the police or appeal the judgment.
The BPA claims it checks car-park signs to make sure they comply with its code,
which is legally binding on member firms. The code explicitly bans the use of
the word ‘fine’ and implicitly bans words like ‘offence’:
‘You must not use terms which imply that you are acting under statutory authority;
this will include terms such as ‘fine’, ‘penalty’ or ‘penalty charge notice’.

Yet in one blatant example of misleading signage, Premier Parking Services UK
Ltd of Bridgwater, Somerset – a BPA member – uses ‘fines’ and ‘offence’ on its
signs at many car parks in the South West. The sign shown above at Tiverton,
Devon also threatens to clamp or tow away vehicles displaying the blue badges
used by disabled people. Such actions would breach the code, which says:
‘The following vehicles must not be immobilised or removed: [...](d) vehicles that
are displaying a valid disabled (blue) badge if doing so would be breaking the SIA VI
[Security Industry Authority vehicle immobilisation] licensing conditions.’

The company’s parking charge notices use the word ‘offence’, stating:
‘What if I was not the driver during the alleged offence?
It is the legal responsibility of the vehicle’s keeper to nominate who was driving it at
the time of the alleged driving offence.’

This is not even true, as under current law the vehicle’s keeper has no such
responsibility. And a breach of private parking rules is in no sense ‘a driving
offence’. Premier Parking Services, owned by Alyson Hucker, imposes phoney
fines of £150 and charges clamping and towing fees that can run into hundreds
of pounds a time. Hucker told me the word ‘fines’ on her signs was an ‘error’.
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Sign (above) at a car
park run by Premier
Parking Services, a
BPA member. Under
the heading ‘Parking
charge notice fee’, the
sign says: ‘Fines which
are not paid within the
given period of 28
days will be passed to
our debt recovery.’
Use of the word ‘fines’
is banned by the BPA
code of practice on
private parking. The
yellow section of the
sign also uses the
word ‘offence’.

She claimed the BPA code did not outlaw ‘offence’. She said she had never
carried out her threats to clamp and tow away disabled vehicles. She refused to
say whether she’d repay the thousands of pounds she’d taken from drivers who
thought they were being ‘fined’ for ‘driving offences’ or how many phoney fines
she’d imposed. After campaigners complained to the DVLA about the signs, it
suspended Hucker’s firm from access to keepers’ names and addresses.
Most BPA meetings are held in secret. Twelve of its 26-strong ruling body –
including the president and president-elect – are public servants on local-council
payrolls, meaning that most attend its meetings at taxpayers’ expense. They
mainly protect and promote the interests of public bodies that make money
from parking. They seem untroubled by what BPA’s private firms do. The ruling
body has a private-sector majority.
DVLA top brass, who collect £90,000+ salaries, routinely dismiss complaints
that the BPA is failing to uphold its own code-of-practice standards. They also
mislead the public about their controls over data release, which are so lax that in
the last 12 months they have sold 6,000 drivers’ names and addresses to a BPA
member firm that has a criminal record and is run by a convicted criminal.
The BPA says it is ‘raising standards in the parking profession and enabling our
members to provide better services for the motorist’. But its real agenda is to
raise what its private operators make from non-fines and put them on a par with
genuine penalties from police and councils, which it wants ‘reviewed’ – ie,
increased (source: Annual Master Plan for Parking 2011–12 (BPA)).
The rising tide of parking charge notices – now running at two million a year –
makes a mockery of the BPA’s motto ‘Raising standards, driving issues’. If standards are rising, there’d be fewer notices, not more, especially at a time of weak
economic activity. This suggests some firms are getting more zealous and effective
at farming their car parks for money, using ever-more powerful surveillance cameras. It’s open season on drivers, and the firms are filling their capacious boots.
If the BPA has really been helping drivers to comply with its members’ rules, its
efforts have clearly been a total failure. But if the BPA has been acting in a far
more sinister way – eg, helping member firms to ensure that drivers break the
rules so they incur hefty charges – then its efforts have succeeded brilliantly.
Asked which of these outcomes was correct, the BPA ruminated for several days,
requested more time to answer, and then after ten days refused to comment.
This article exposes the cosy relationship between the DVLA and the BPA. It
examines some of the signs and paperwork that firms use to extract money from
drivers, suggests possible improvements, and raises serious questions about:
• DVLA chiefs and government ministers, who seem to have forgotten that
their pact with the BPA is meant to result in drivers being treated fairly, and
• the BPA’s fitness to continue ‘self-regulating’ the private parking industry,
when its code of practice is so biased in favour of its own members and when
it fails to discipline some of those who break the code.
Most people accept they have to pay a fair price for parking, and are happy for
firms to make a fair profit based on ethical practices. What they can’t stomach is
a government agency and its partner trade association treating what looks to
many people like obnoxious behaviour as perfectly normal business practice.
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1 Bad signs mean big bucks
for private parking firms
The private-parking industry is raising tens of
millions of pounds from drivers under a regime
that depends on illegible and sometimes illegal
signs, the complicity of the DVLA (an agency of
the Department of Transport), and the consent
of local-authority officials who sit on the ruling
council of a trade body, the BPA, which claims
to be the motorist’s friend. The BPA’s Annual
Master Plan for Parking 2011–12 begins with
honeyed words from its president, Paul Necus (a local-council employee), and
its chief executive, Patrick Troy:
‘We believe in raising standards in the parking profession and enabling our
members to provide better services for the motorist.’

But the current ‘services’ of BPA private-parking members include taking millions of drivers for up to £150 a time in non-fines. By signing up to the BPA’s
code of practice, they can reap rich rewards from motorists who breach the
often petty and complex rules they write for parking on private land, typically
near supermarkets, shopping centres and hospitals. Few drivers realize the
penalties are phoney because they have no official basis. They can only be
enforced in court under the laws of contract or trespass.
The rules are often written in confusing and legalistic English on signs with
lettering that’s typically several times smaller than on those at publicly owned
car-parks – which normally abide by government rules on legibility.
The signs at shopping-centre car parks managed by a leading private parking
company, Excel Parking Services Ltd of Sheffield, have come under fire from TV
programmes and the courts. While Excel says its signs are models of clarity, they
use legalistic language and small print, meaning that many motorists don’t know
the kind of contract they are accepting by parking.
The judge in a county-court case in September 2011 said signs that had led to
thousands of drivers being penalized at Excel’s Peel Centre car-park at
Stockport were unclear. She threw out Excel’s claim for loss against a motorist
who hadn’t bought a ticket. His defence was that the car-park entrance and
signs were set up to make it look as if parking was free (Manchester Evening
News, 17 Sept 2011). The judge said:
‘If I look at the signs, they tell me very little. It is by no means clear, whether from
the coloured photographs of the signs, nor, indeed, from the inspection of the signs
that took place by me, that this is a pay and display car park. It follows, therefore,
that the claimant [Excel] has not taken reasonable steps to bring to the attention of
drivers that it is a pay and display car park that they are entering.
The notice contains a lot of information, which can easily distract drivers from the
key information. The key information is that it is a pay and display car park. Surely,
it is that information that needs to be conveyed to the drivers, and not the
consequences of failing to comply. The notices that I have seen have reference to
failure to comply in an area of lettering that is about four times larger than the
lettering that confirms that it is a pay and display car park. To my mind, that
suggests that perhaps the claimant’s real interest lies in a failure to comply, [rather]
than actually seeking to bring to a driver’s attention the fact that they are about to
enter a pay and display car park.’ (Judgment: see Appendix B.)
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Sign at the Peel Centre
car park, Stockport,
run by Excel Parking
Services Ltd. A judge
said it was unclear but
the BPA insists it
complies with its code
of practice. The sign’s
wording is shown in
section 16 and
Appendix D.

2 Company nabbed 11,000 motorists in three
years for the same ‘offence’ at Stockport – but
still didn’t change its signs
Simon Renshaw-Smith,
managing director of
Excel. He also runs the
wheel-clamping firm
Captain Clampit Ltd. In
2008 Excel lost a case at
Mansfield County Court
after the judge accepted
that its demands for
£300 from motorist
Victoria HetheringtonJakeman were intended
to ‘frighten or intimidate’ her rather than
compensate Excel for
lost income.

For the first time, the Peel Centre case shed light on
the vast number of penalty notices Excel Parking
Services was issuing. Excel at first refused to give the
defendant any figures, saying they were not ‘relevant’.
But the court forced Excel to disclose that in the previous three years it had imposed £100 notices on
11,498 other motorists for exactly the same ‘offence’
of not buying and displaying a ticket. The company
was pursuing drivers for about £7,000 a week for this
offence alone. It enabled Excel to chase motorists for £364,000 a year.
Excel must have wondered if its signs were clear, given the number of penalties,
but it kept on imposing them. Even after losing the case, it continues to say the
signs are clear and refuses to change them. Excel is backed by the BPA, which
before and after the case said the signs meet its code of practice. Without giving
any proof, the BPA and Excel say the Peel Centre signs are obeyed by 99.63%
of drivers. Meanwhile, DVLA bosses claim it’s nothing to do with them, saying
the BPA has total control over signage at private car parks. This is untrue, as the
DVLA–BPA partnership agreement allows it to intervene if it sees fit.
After the 2011 case – thought to be the first court defeat for Excel over signs at
the Peel Centre – its managing director Simon Renshaw-Smith, who sits on the
BPA’s approved operator scheme board alongside DVLA staff, attacked the
judge’s integrity. He wrote to Stockport MP Andrew Gwynne:
‘The recent decision by Deputy District Judge Lateef, is an embarrassment to the
judicial system. Such an off the wall judgment leads one to question if there was
indeed an ulterior motive. DJ Lateef is not fit to serve the Civil Courts.’

Renshaw-Smith does not say what ‘ulterior motive’ he has in mind. Had he any
grounds for his allegations, he’d have reported them to police – but he hasn’t.
He could also have appealed the verdict to a circuit judge – but he didn’t.
Excel’s signs are sometimes unauthorized as they lack the planning consent
required by law. Its signs at the Peel Centre have been ‘illegal advertisements’ for
many years, according to Stockport Council, which says they have been up so
long they now have ‘deemed consent’. Excel’s signs and cameras at The Walk
shopping centre at Ebbw Vale should also have planning consent. But after many
months – and hundreds of penalties being imposed – they still don’t. The BPA’s
code of practice for private operators requires them to act lawfully – ‘Members
of the public should be able to expect that you will keep to the law...’; ‘Under
the Code, you must keep to all the requirements laid down by law.’
Excel’s zeal for penalizing motorists continues unabated. BBC Wales’ X-Ray
programmes in 2011 and 2012 vented the anger of drivers about the rash of
£60 parking charges they faced after Excel took over The Walk car park in 2011.
(See our website’s News & Views archive for more on this.)
We’ll publish any response from Excel to this article. Meanwhile, Appendix D
includes what Excel told BBC1’s Watchdog show (19 Apr 2012) on this case.
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3 High cost of private non-fines: £60–150 a time
If motorists don’t see that a car park is ‘pay and display’, and thus don’t buy a
ticket, or if they park a few inches outside a marked bay or overstay by a few
minutes, they are likely to be stung by
parking charge notices of up to £150 or
even (in England and Wales) have their
vehicles clamped and have to pay release
fees of hundreds of pounds. Clamping on
private land will be banned by Parliament
in October 2012.
Parking charge notices are typically several hundred times the value of the tickets.
Despite what many motorists think, they
are not fines or penalties but speculative
requests for money for breach of contract
or trespass.
The notices often look like official or legal
paperwork, persuading many motorists to
pay. The acronym ‘PCN’, shown prominently on company signboards, is shared with the genuine ‘penalty charge notice’
(PCN) issued by police and local authorities. The amounts demanded are also
similar.
Technically, notices demanding sums of £60–150, which are vastly more than
the parking fee, may be unlawful because they look to drivers like penalties,
which parking companies must not impose. The companies claim these amounts
reflect their losses, being ‘accurate pre-estimates of liquidated damages’.
Yet on the rare occasions when their claims go to court, judges tend to award
them trivial sums or dismiss what they see as penalties (as in Excel’s claim
against Victoria Hetherington-Jakeman, mentioned in the photo caption of
section 2). Most drivers don’t know this. Used to obeying official-looking paperwork, 60–75% of them pay the non-fines within days of the notice being slapped
on their windscreen.
Usually, drivers who don’t pay up quickly are told they face a higher penalty.
The companies ratchet up the pressure, hiring debt collectors and solicitors to
send a regular drip-feed of ‘threatograms’, many spattered with technicolour ink
and spouting the bombastic language of court action, debt collection, bailiffs
seizing property, and soaring court costs.
With the threat of a county-court appearance to defend a breach-of-contract
claim, many drivers panic and pay up – though few firms ever take court action.
Some, like Excel, invite payment through premium-rate phone lines, so drivers
hand over even more loot to get the monkey off their back.
It all means happy pay-days for parking barons like Renshaw-Smith. In the
Commons on 17 January 2012, Nick Smith, MP for Blaenau Gwent, said:
‘Last year a £100,000 bonus was paid to the company’s only director, Simon
Renshaw-Smith, and in 2010 he paid himself a salary of £398,947.’

Last year Excel had income of £10.3million, gross profit of £4.1million, and
pre-tax profit of £491,000. Renshaw-Smith is the sole director and shareholder.
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4 Firms ‘use ambiguity to boost profit’ – MP
Often, parking companies pay landowners to run their car parks, knowing they
can make enough money from non-fines to justify the cost. But this means the
companies need motorists to break their rules if they are to make large profits.
Inevitably, some have become rather creative. Excel’s signs at Ebbw Vale even

Excel’s payment
demands are
brandished by
people hit by £60
charges at The
Walk, Ebbw Vale,
South Wales.

warn motorists that if they enter and then realize they don’t have change for the
machine, they’ll incur a £60 charge if they walk or drive out to get some:
‘Do not leave the car park to retrieve change in order to purchase a valid ticket.’

Of course, by the time drivers read the small print on the sign – if they ever do –
they’ve already entered the car park and had their licence plate photographed.
At some operators’ sites, drivers may even be penalized if they are seen walking
off site to visit other places – this penalty will be lurking in the small print too.
Nick Smith MP criticized Excel’s regime at Ebbw Vale:
‘My experience over these last few weeks suggests that signage is important. If the
signage is got right, people understand the rules and comply. When I identified the
confusion and sought simplicity, I was not surprised to see that my request for a
sign saying, “Everybody has to pay at this car park – 24 hours a day, seven days a
week” did not find favour. That makes me and many others think that some operators are using ambiguity rather than clarity to clobber motorists and boost their
profits. If the signage is difficult to understand, the fine print is complex and the
font is small, people will be confused – then penalty notices get issued and drivers
stay away, so it is the high street that suffers.’ (House of Commons, 17 Jan 2012)

Smith went on:
‘Since the onset of the rash of penalty notices and local controversy, I have engaged
in protracted correspondence [with Excel] in an attempt to secure fair play for local
disabled drivers. As a result, I have learned that when penalty notices are issued –
partly, in my view, as a result of poor signage – Excel profits considerably. That
cannot be right...independent regulation and appeal services are required to ensure
that fairness for drivers is given the priority it deserves.’

At Ebbw Vale, the MP found that landowners Ess Gee Investments receive the
cash motorists pay for parking, but Excel gets the fees from parking charge
notices for breaches of the car-park rules. So Excel has plenty of incentive to
impose its non-fines.
Renshaw-Smith hit back in a letter to Nick Smith:
’You have chosen to stimulate a totally unfounded witch hunt, which has whipped
the media into a frenzy; causing them to act in a profoundly unethical manner,
which will in turn, irrespective of innocence, be highly damaging to our business.’

Renshaw-Smith went on to accuse BBC Wales, which covered the story several
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Drivers turning left
into the The Walk
car park can easily
miss Excel’s sign, on
the far left of this
picture. In the UK,
driving is on the left
of the road and most
cars are right-hand
drive.

times in 2011 and 2012, of ‘grossly unethical mafia-style actions’ and ‘criminal
behaviour’. He claimed that Excel made every effort to position its signs ‘in the
most prominent user friendly locations’. This is not borne out by the facts at
The Walk, where one entrance has only a single sign that’s unlikely to be seen by
motorists as they drive in – especially if they’re turning left (see photo).
Writing about the Peel Centre signs, Renshaw-Smith told Andrew Gwynne MP
that people who don’t see them must be bonkers and vision-impaired:
‘Fact: To be in charge of a motor vehicle one must be of sound mind and have the
benefit of reasonable eyesight.’

What he doesn’t say is that his signs at places like The Walk and the Peel Centre
are far less legible than public-highway parking signs. These are governed by
rules on position and size of lettering based on legibility research (see section 9).
Renshaw-Smith also lectured the MP about the legal maxim: ‘Ignorance of the
law is no excuse.’ Yet his company’s signs don’t state the law: they spout homemade rules written in semiliterate and nonsensical legalese (see section 15).

5 How the private parking alliance works
The alliance of the DVLA, the BPA and the parking companies works like this:
1 The DVLA gives the BPA accredited-trade-association status and has an
agreement with it (see Appendix A for the text). The DVLA allows the BPA
to police its members’ compliance with the code it has written for itself. The
code’s operation is overseen by a BPA committee including Excel’s managing
director Renshaw-Smith. There is no meaningful consumer representation.
The DVLA says Renshaw-Smith was ‘elected’ to his position, though it turns
out this was by the rest of the committee. The BPA’s 26-strong ruling council
has a majority of private-sector members, so inevitably they rule the roost.
2 A company wanting to join the BPA must give an undertaking to comply
with its approved operator scheme code of practice and, among other conditions, pay an annual fee.
3 After a six-month probation period in which the company can use paper
forms to apply to the DVLA for names and addresses of registered keepers, it
gets the much-faster electronic access. The company collects registration
numbers of ‘offending’ vehicles manually or by surveillance camera, fires
them off to the DVLA (which collects a fee of £2.50 per number), and gets
details of the keeper in return. The company then tries to pressure the keeper
into revealing who was at the wheel so it can chase the driver for payment.
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6 BPA bigwig’s company ran ‘predatory and
dishonest’ ticketing scheme – judge
The furtive world of BPA member companies was exposed
in the case Berkani v NSL Ltd (Employment Tribunals,
2200596/2011). Mr Berkani, who worked as an NSL ‘civil
enforcement officer’ (CEO or parking warden) resigned after
NSL pressured him to issue more tickets than he thought
Alastair Cooper of
NSL Services Group
justified, contrary to his ethical standards. The judge found
that NSL used a clandestine quota system in its work for Kensington & Chelsea
Council – staff had to issue at least ten tickets a shift or be disciplined.
This was confirmed in an email of 9 Nov 2009 from Emma Collins, NSL’s
regional manager, who chairs the BPA’s ‘Women in Parking’ group and is a
former BPA ruling-council member. Her memo said:
‘There are still significant numbers of people issuing at a rate of below [0].9 per
hour...we should not feel uncomfortable to use [sic] the disciplinary process.’

Judge Burns said that as a result of her email:
‘CEOs felt under considerable pressure to issue PCNs [parking charge notices] and
some adopted a predatory and dishonest approach to motorists.’

The judge said three other NSL managers (ie, not Collins) ran a campaign to
‘frame’ Berkani ‘on trumped-up charges’ and get him sacked. There was, said
Judge Burns, a ‘plot’ by ‘conspiring managers’. (Full judgment – Appendix C.)
Alastair Cooper, NSL’s ‘enforcement solutions director’, is a member of the
BPA’s ruling council. At the Conservative party conference in October 2011, he
chaired a fringe meeting to showcase BPA activities. He hailed BPA’s chief executive Patrick Troy as ‘a man who has been putting the consumer at the heart of
decision-making at the BPA’ – a strange claim, given the lack of any recognizably independent consumer voice on the ruling council. After NSL lost the case,
Cooper bleated that his firm was:
‘...extremely disappointed with this judgment. We are an Investor in People – Gold
organisation, which means our policies and procedures are recognised as being
exemplary’.

Cooper refused to tell me whether his firm had sacked the people who had
conspired against Berkani, refused to say whether he himself knew about the
quota system before a Westminster councillor made it public, refused to say
whether the BPA had disciplined NSL over the case, refused to say whether
NSL still operated quota systems elsewhere, and refused to say whether he
thought the NSL quota complied with the BPA code on being fair to drivers.
NSL’s policy document on ‘corporate social responsibility’ says the company is
‘improving standards throughout the industries in which we work’ and that it
subscribes to the ‘ethical trading initiative’.

7 What the BPA code says about clear signs –
and what happens in practice
Signs erected by BPA private parking companies are a crucial part of their
money-making system. Unless motorists know that a car park is pay-display and
understand the rules for parking on the site, they are likely to break them. The
companies must all sign up to the BPA code, mostly written by a committee
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chaired by Renshaw-Smith of Excel (Source:
BBC R4 Face the Facts, 10 Aug 2007). The
code requires operators to ‘act responsibly’,
‘keep to the law’ and ‘act in a professional, reasonable and diligent way’. On signs, the code
bristles with strong rhetoric:
‘You may ticket vehicles only where there are
visible, clear, and legible signs.’
‘Signs must be easy to see and read, which may
mean you must take extra care to ensure they are
conspicuous.’
‘Signs must show, in plain and intelligible
language, all the terms on which an operator may
wish to rely.’

These fine phrases are good as a manifesto but
useless as a yardstick for clarity of language and
legibility because they lack the detail that would
give them meaning. So, in practice, the code has
no measurable or enforceable signage standards – the parking firms can apply
any criteria they please. And, despite protests from ticketed drivers, even badly
lit and faded signs – as in a car park run by BPA member UKPC at Ashtonunder-Lyne, Tameside – have been passed as code-compliant by the BPA.
How could the BPA do this? It was very simple: its staff just looked at photos of
the signs on the member company’s website. Here’s how Steve Clark, head of
the BPA’s approved operator scheme, described this process:
‘In this instance we have reviewed photographs of the site and the markings of the
disabled bays are clear and furthermore there is a UKPC Terms & Conditions sign
in close proximity. If you look at the UKPC appeals website and key in the PCN
number and vehicle registration number of Mr & Mrs [Name]’s vehicle, you will see
photographic evidence of their car parked on a disabled sign which is far clearer
than the picture supplied.’

So from his office 250 miles away in Haywards Heath, Clark – who has no background in the field of clarity and legibility and whose LinkedIn profile describes
him as a ‘persistent and persuasive salesperson’ – is able to pronounce the signs
code-compliant. Yet it’s practically impossible to judge the clarity, legibility and
true position of a road sign over the internet.
The BPA talks big about using external assessors to check that car-park signs
comply with its code. But the assessors, NSI Audits, tell me that all they are
contracted to do is assess compliance with the standards in the code – which are
pitifully weak – and ‘make recommendations’.
A common ploy is to make drivers put in their full registration number on the
ticket-machine keypad. Keypads often have poor layout and the screens are
small and badly lit. In these conditions, many people don’t distinguish well
between ‘5’, ‘6’ and ‘8’, ‘0’ and ‘O’, and ‘1’ and ‘L’, so there is plenty of room for
mistakes. Drivers who haven’t properly memorized their registration number are
prone to errors too. Though the same type of keypad is often used in localcouncil car parks, motorists there are usually asked only to punch in the final
three digits. At The Walk (Ebbw Vale), Excel requires the full number.
With most private parking companies, there is no independent appeals process.
Appeals are routinely rejected by company staff. This is another way in which
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It’s gloomy up north:
car-park signs at
Ashton-under-Lyne,
Tameside, which the
BPA says comply
with its code.
Overhead lighting
was broken and
roadway markings
impressionistic but
UKPC staff were still
ticketing vehicles.
The BPA code says
signs must be ‘easy
to see and read’,
and ‘visible, clear,
and legible’.

the private parking firms differ from local-authority parking regimes, which are
subject to an impartial appeals process at the Traffic Penalty Tribunal.

Excel rejected appeal from overstayer who stopped a suicide
Excel refused to waive a parking penalty issued to a South Wales motorist while
she was helping to save the life of a woman threatening to jump into the River
Tawe at Swansea (as reported by the South Wales Evening Post, 30 Nov 2010).
Cathryn James had left her car at Parc Tawe while she tried to talk the woman
out of plunging into the water:
‘I just went straight to her,’ she said. ‘I didn’t think about anything else. I was
talking to her and she was physically holding on to me. If she’d have gone, she’d
have pulled me in with her.’

Excel told James that despite the circumstances, the £60 demand would stand
as she had exceeded the three-hour limit by 22 minutes.
James said instinct kicked in when she heard people chatting in Sainsbury’s
about a woman behind the store threatening to jump into the water. When she
rushed to the scene to help persuade her not to jump, she said the last thing on
her mind was collecting her car. When she wrote to Excel to explain what had
happened, the company said her reason for overstaying the time limit by 22
minutes was not sufficient.
James even sent Excel a copy of a letter of recognition from Swansea’s Chief
Inspector, thanking her for helping with the rescue. But Excel wouldn’t alter its
decision and said if she didn’t pay quickly, the charge would rise to £100 – and
failure to pay could result in court action. Only when the South Wales Evening
Post contacted Excel did the company relent, saying it was ‘more than happy to
cancel the ticket’.

8 Providing an ethical alternative to ‘rape and
pillage’ – but company still goes bust
A self-proclaimed ‘ethical, lawful and non-confrontational’ parking firm, which
sold its signs to landowners as being so clear they might never have to issue a
parking ticket, has gone bust. The website of Parkforce (UK Parking
Enforcement Agency Ltd) of Ashton-under-Lyne,
Tameside said: ‘Due to the size and clarity of our
warning signs, we have many clients that have never
had to issue a parking charge.’
But the signs don’t seem to have worked very well,
because Parkforce applied for and got more than
43,000 names and addresses of motorists from the
DVLA between April 2010 and December 2011
(Mail on Sunday, 25 Mar 2012). Parkforce, a BPA
member, threatened many drivers with £60 penalties – about £2.58 million of collectable revenue. How the firm went broke with
this potential level of income is not yet clear. The DVLA has no idea what has
happened to the 43,000 names and addresses it sold the firm. The DVLA told
me it stopped supplying names on 5 December 2011 only when the company
failed to pay its ‘weekly direct debit’ to the agency.
The Parkforce website blows the gaff on what other companies do on sites it
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Parkforce sign, actual
size 46x41cm
(18x16inch)

wouldn’t itself find commercially viable to patrol:
‘If we did offer patrols on smaller sites, the patrol officers would have to generate
enough revenue from the issuing of parking charges for us to pay for their
employment. When this happens you will find that patrol officers become ruthless.
The companies that offer this will “rape and pillage” the site. This practice is
against our ethical business model. Our way does not attract bad press.’

9 What would proper standards for private
parking signs look like?
The BPA code’s standards on signs create a regime that benefits BPA member
firms and milks drivers. By giving the
BPA a free hand on signage, the DVLA
can look away and collect millions in fees
with a clear conscience.
No doubt some private parking firms act
ethically even though the DVLA–BPA
pact allows them to write the rules for
their own benefit. No doubt some ignore
trivial breaches of the rules by drivers
and assess appeals fairly. No doubt some
use entry barriers, pay-on-exit machines
and clear bold signage, including painting ‘pay and display’ in large lettering on
the roadway at entrances. Unfortunately,
these firms don’t dictate BPA policy.
Parking signs put up by public bodies
like highways departments and local
councils have to follow the Department
of Transport’s Traffic Signs Manual
(TSM). Examples of parking signs from
the TSM are shown on the right, along
with detailed dimensions (in mm) for
their lettering. The BPA code shows no
examples of recommended practice at all.
Member firms can do what they like.
For small parking signs on the roadside,
the TSM specifies a minimum x-height
for text of 20mm (0.75”), which corresponds roughly to a capital height of
25mm (1”). On signs for controlled-zone
parking, the typical minimum x-height
for headlines is 60mm (2.3”) – cap
height 67mm (2.6”), with ‘Zone’ being
much bigger. Most TSM-compliant signs
must be in sentence case, not the lesslegible all-caps style that many
BPA-approved signs adopt. (‘X-height’ is
the height of the lower-case x.)
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Examples of publichighway parking
signs from the
Government’s Traffic
Signs Manual. The
BPA code does not
follow these
standards and lacks
any examples of
what good practice
would look like,
including size of
lettering.
The dimensions
specified in the
signs shown are
given in mm, usually
for the x-height of
the type (the height
of a lower-case x).
X-height gives a
better guide to
visual appearing size
than type size (eg,
30pt).

These minimums are based on extensive
legibility research and have a clear aim:
to give motorists an excellent chance of
noticing and reading the signs from distance. By contrast, the BPA is happy to
accept as clear and code-compliant a sign
where the crucial words ‘pay and display’
are 13mm (1/2”) high, as at the Peel
Centre. Local-council pay-display signs
often state ‘pay and display’ in letters
65mm high, five times bigger than at the
Peel Centre.
So why the difference? Nobody can be
sure why the BPA accepts such low standards. The only sure thing is the effect: millions of contraventions, millions of
penalties, and millions of pounds sluicing into the coffers of BPA firms.
After the Protection of Freedoms Bill comes into force in October 2012, the
BPA will be writing some new rules on signage into its code. The Government
should insist that these have as their starting point the gold standard of the
TSM, a recognized authority on good practice produced by the same
Department of Transport of which the DVLA is an executive agency. Otherwise
the current abuses will get worse.
Many MPs and ministers have been deluded that the Freedoms Bill is a
panacea. Here is Dominic Grieve, the attorney-general, writing to a constituent:
‘The importance [sic] [...] is that the system should not be open to abuse by cowboy
companies. This coupled with the withdraw [sic] of the right to clamp vehicles,
should be achieved by the reform [the Freedoms Bill] currently being put forward.’

Unfortunately, Grieve’s cowboys have only one place to go – and that’s the BPA.
Of course, even good signs don’t stop drivers making mistakes or taking risks.
Haringey council’s income from parking fines at Green Lanes, a road with
numerous kebab and betting shops, totalled £564,000 in 2009–10 – the highest
for any street (Times, 4 Oct 2010). But that means the council should be doing
much more to help drivers comply, as well as to enforce the rules.

10 What emerged from the Peel Centre case
Evidence shows that where parking signs are clear and bold, drivers are far more
likely to comply with the rules. (See ‘Articles’ on our website: ‘Complaining
about bad writing: does it achieve anything except make me feel better?’)
Getting accurate details from BPA-member parking companies is never easy, as
neither they nor the BPA are accountable under freedom-of-information laws.
But during a case in Stockport county court on 15 September 2011, Excel was
forced to admit that 11,498 motorists in a three-year period up to 2010 had
failed to buy a pay-display ticket for using the private car park it manages near
the Peel shopping centre, Great Portwood Street, Stockport. Excel has held the
contract at the Peel Centre for about ten years, so it’s likely that about 35,000
drivers have been nabbed for this ‘offence’ alone. It is not known how many
drivers use the car park or how many are first-time users.
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Battered and faded
they may be, but the
words ‘pay &
display’ on this sign
at a council-run car
park at Macclesfield
are 75mm high,
nearly six times
bigger than those at
the BPA-approved
Peel Centre.

ers would have risked a £100 penalty had they
known it was pay-display. So they probably didn’t
buy a ticket because they didn’t know. Using contract law, Excel imposed £100 parking charge
notices on all these drivers.

Sign at the Peel Centre
car-park entrance
(shown bigger at
Appendix D).
The sign is
660x1220mm
(26x48inch), though
much of the type is
small when viewed from
a distance.

I was one of those 11,498 and the successful
defendant in the court case, where I ran my own
defence. Having refused to pay the £100, I’d
encouraged Excel to take me to court. The judge
dismissed Excel’s claim for £136, finding that the
notice at the point where the alleged contract was
made (the entrance) was unclear – see the full
judgment in Appendix B.
The judge visited the site twice. I asked her to put
herself in the position of first-time visitors, driving
at 10mph about 6–7metres away from the notice
and focusing on the road, which included a crossing for pedestrians. It was
unlikely, I argued, that first-time users would see the crucial words ‘Pay and
display’, which were only 13mm (1/2”) high and surrounded by prominent
distracting images on the notice. They would also be unlikely to read the even
smaller text that Excel said was the terms and conditions.
Both the BPA and the DVLA have refused to take any action against Excel over
the Peel Centre signs. When first challenged in 2010, before the court case, the
BPA declared the signs perfectly clear and compliant with its code. After the
case, the BPA did the same, preferring its own opinion to the judge’s impartial
finding in law. The BPA then claimed that as the case was heard in a county
court, it did not set a legal precedent. County court cases can, however, be cited
in court as persuasive, and BPA members do so when it suits them.
So the question needs to be asked of the BPA, which raises money for charities
and poses as the motorist’s friend: since when has any decent governmentbacked body needed a legal precedent to act in an honest and principled way?
After the case, I asked the DVLA to take action over the signs because the BPA
had refused to do so. Reluctantly, the DVLA asked the BPA to investigate, in
accordance with the DVLA–BPA pact. But the DVLA failed to require the BPA
to appoint independent experts as I requested. The DVLA didn’t even ask for a
proper written report. In a letter, the DVLA told me that one of its senior staff,
Kevin Watts, had simply had a chat with somebody at the BPA, who had
decreed that the signs were fine. And that was the end of the investigation.
The DVLA has now washed its hands of all complaints about bad signage and
other breaches of the BPA code of practice. It refers them all to the BPA, even
though their pact allows it to intervene. Indeed, the DVLA could intervene
strongly at any time because the pact states that ‘it is not intended to be legally
binding or to confer any legal rights on either party’.
The Peel Group, owners of the Peel Centre at Stockport and one of the UK’s
biggest property investment companies with assets of about £6billion, also
boasts of its charitable giving and devotes a section of its website to ‘corporate
responsibility’. So you’d think John Whittaker, one of the wealthiest men in
Britain, might take some action on behalf of the motorists being penalized so
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often on his land at the Peel Centre. Not a bit of it. Whittaker just refers such
enquiries to his underlings, who in turn refer complainants to Excel.
Mr Whittaker’s approach contrasts strongly with that of Knight Frank, the letting agent of the Portland shopping centre at Mansfield. After an uproar greeted
Excel’s usual blizzard of parking charge notices when it took over the site in
2007, Knight Frank wrote to shop-owners saying it regarded Excel as:
‘guilty of poor and ineffective administration of the parking management system’.

Knight Frank added:
‘We have made it quite clear to Excel that their actions in deciding to send out large
numbers of Parking Charge Notices late followed by full charge notices, is [sic]
totally unacceptable and must never be repeated.’

Knight Frank then gave Excel notice that its contract would be terminated
(source: Face the Facts website, BBC R4). Mansfield MP Alan Meale gave Face
the Facts his opinion of Excel:
‘They seem like a dastardly organisation who really are just in the business of
collecting money. The sooner they’ve gone out of my constituency the better.’

Excel might be out of Mansfield, but the company is still operating at hundreds
of other places all over the country.

11 Millions of non-fines as 1 in 10 drivers are hit
The figure of 11,498 penalties that emerged from the Peel Centre case was for
only one type of contravention and only for a three-year period. The figure for
all contraventions at the Peel Centre is known only to Excel. The figure across
all private car parks run by BPA members is also known only to the operators.
But it is likely to be at least two million a year.
This can be deduced from DVLA figures showing the rising number of names
and addresses it releases to the private parking companies. The numbers are
huge, with around one in ten of all British drivers being chased for money by
the private parking companies at one time or another.
Since October 2007 when the DVLA gave the BPA its status as an accredited
body, it has released about four million motorists’ names and addresses, an
average of a million a year. The year 2011–12 has been a bonanza for the private
companies. By the end of it, if the current trend continues, the DVLA will have
released the names and addresses of another 1.5 million people. As this figure
does not cover drivers who have paid up before their data is requested or whose
data is requested on paper forms, the true annual figure for parking charge
notices issued by the private companies must be about two million a year.
Drivers who think any request for their data will be scrutinized by fearsome
data-protection watchdogs will be reassured by the DVLA’s website, which tells
a story of eternal vigilance and what it calls ‘stringent safeguards’:
‘We carefully evaluate every request for information and look to strike a balance
between the individual’s right to privacy and fair enforcement.’ (3 Mar 2012)

But this is a blatant untruth by the government agency. There is, in fact, no
evaluation of requests made by BPA members under electronic access. What’s
more, the DVLA has never refused any such request. It told me:
‘DVLA does not refuse electronic requests for keeper data because it is a fully
automated process.’ (Letter, 22 Feb 2012)
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And it admitted to the Mail on Sunday (1 Apr
2012) that it makes no checks on the legitimacy
of these applications.
So about four million electronic requests have
come in, they’ve been processed automatically,
and the DVLA has pocketed £2.50 a time.
That’s a cool £10million or so since the regime
started. By including fees for processing paper
requests, the Mail on Sunday calculated the
DVLA’s total take at £20.8million in the past
five years. No wonder the DVLA can see nothing
wrong in its sweetheart deal with the BPA.
If the average parking charge notice is for about £80, the parking companies are
chasing about £160million a year. Excel has been among the biggest winners.
From April 2007 to December 2011, it’s got 180,443 data files from the DVLA,
so at an average of £80 per parking charge notice, it’s been able to chase nonfines of £14.4million. The year 2011–12 looks set to be its best ever, with data
requests likely to top 70,000, giving Excel £5.6million to chase.
The rising tide of parking charge notices makes a mockery of the BPA’s motto
‘Raising standards, driving issues’. If standards were being raised, there’d be
fewer contraventions, not more. Contraventions are rocketing even at a time of
weak economic activity. This suggests BPA member firms are getting more zealous and effective at farming their car parks for penalty income as they use
ever-more powerful surveillance cameras. In the first year after clamping on
private land is banned in England and Wales (from October 2012), the Ministry
of Justice (in an ‘impact assessment’) has predicted there’ll be an extra 500,000
parking charge notices issued as firms try to replace their lost income. This represents another £4million to be extracted from motorists. It’s become open
season on drivers and the parking firms are filling their boots.
However, in what looks like good news for drivers, tax judges have decided that
parking firms acting on behalf of landowners have so little legal interest in the
land they patrol that they cannot make contracts with motorists or bring actions
for trespass merely because they have erected parking-control signs. The Upper
Tribunal judges (decision released 2 May 2012) appear to scotch the idea that
motorists who disobey the signs are breaking a contract or committing a trespass.
This idea is central to most parking charge notices and thus the whole industry.
In their verdict in Vehicle Control Services [VCS] Ltd v The Commissioners for
HMRC, the judges found that VCS had no legal right to make an offer to
motorists to park. This could make parking charge notices, as currently issued,
even more hard to enforce than they already are. Crucially, too, it could remove
the DVLA’s ‘reasonable cause’ justification for releasing the names and addresses of registered keepers for alleged breaches of private parking rules. VCS is
owned by Simon Renshaw-Smith of Excel, a prominent BPA member.

12 DVLA has ‘corrupted the reasonable cause
safeguard’ as it kow-tows to the BPA
The DVLA may release registered keepers’ names and addresses only when it
has ‘reasonable cause’, the regulations say. For parking firms, the DVLA has
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DVLA headquarters,
near Swansea.

decided that the main criteria of ‘reasonable cause’ are merely membership of
the BPA’s approved operator scheme and compliance with its code of practice.
As soon as a company has served a satisfactory six-month probationary period,
it can get unfettered electronic access to the data on payment of £2.50 a time.
The legal authority to release data is Regulation 27e of the Road Vehicles
(Registration and Licensing) Regulations 2002. This says that the DVLA (acting
for the minister) must exercise discretion on whether it will release data:
‘The Secretary of State may [my italics] make any particulars contained in the
register available for use... by any person who can show to the satisfaction of the
Secretary of State that he has reasonable cause for wanting particulars to be made
available to him.’

But the DVLA takes the crucial word ‘may’ to mean ‘must’. Its top civil servants
routinely mislead members of the public and MPs who ask about this. Its corporate affairs director says flatly:
‘The Agency is required to provide vehicle keeper data where reasonable cause is
demonstrated.’ (DVLA letter to me, 20 Dec 2011. My italics)

Told that this was untrue and misleading, the corporate affairs director replied:
‘We take the view that if a person requesting data satisfies the reasonable cause
criteria, it cannot fairly be withheld. Effectively, the agency is required to release
vehicle keeper data where it is lawful and fair to do so.’

Pressed again that this is not what the law says, and asked for a copy of the legal
opinion on which the DVLA relies, the DVLA responded:
‘We have provided you with our interpretation of how Regulation 27 should be
applied. It would not be appropriate to provide legal opinion on this matter, as this
is subject to legal professional privilege.’ (Letter to me, 5 March 2012)

But the DVLA told a precisely opposite story when it wanted to reassure the
European Commission that its release of keeper details complied with an EU
data-protection directive. The DVLA itself drafted the government’s text:
‘The gateway provided by Regulation 27 does not override the safeguards for the
protection of personal data already in place in UK law, instead it must and can only
be exercised within that framework... [T]he Secretary of State may [my italics] share
the data [keepers’ names etc] provided that such data sharing is also lawful in all
other respects, including being in compliance with... the Data Protection Act 1998.’

The DVLA’s apparent deception of the European Commission and its use of a
secret legal opinion that supposedly says ‘may’ means ‘must’ have enabled it to
circumvent the discretion built in to UK law. According to the evidence of former detective sergeant Nev Metson to the House of Commons Select
Committee in November 2011, this has meant that the DVLA has:
‘corrupted the “reasonable cause” safeguard contained within the [regulation].’

He also said that:
‘...the DVLA has unlawfully abdicated its duties and responsibilities as data
controllers under the Data Protection Act 1998 to the British Parking Association to
the detriment of registered keepers whose data they hold’.

Other government agencies have raised questions with the DVLA about whether
a parking company’s use of legally unenforceable contract terms would impair
its claim to have ‘reasonable cause’ to receive motorists’ data from the DVLA.
An internal DVLA minute of 26 September 2007 says:
‘David [Evans, of the Information Commissioner’s Office] was particularly
concerned that something that was not legally enforceable would be considered to
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be “reasonable cause”. It was confirmed [by DVLA] that matters which would not
be legally enforceable would be unlikely to be considered “reasonable cause”.’

In other words, even the DVLA agreed in 2007 that reasonable cause would vanish
if a parking company’s contract was unenforceable. In the Peel Centre case (see
section 10), that’s exactly what happened. The contract terms were not legally
enforceable because the judge found the signage unclear. Still, though, the
DVLA keeps sending Excel thousands of drivers’ names and addresses for the
very same contravention at the Peel Centre, all based on ‘reasonable cause’.
The DVLA’s relationship with the BPA is odd. While giving the BPA sweeping
powers to ‘self-regulate’ private parking, the DVLA sees itself as a ‘customer’ of
the BPA. In a letter to the BPA dated 18 July 2011 the DVLA’s corporate affairs
director said the agency ‘needs to be seen as a more demanding customer’ of the
BPA. And the letter goes on to admit that the DVLA is clueless about what BPA
audits of signage and other aspects of code compliance cover, saying: ‘At present, DVLA does not have much of an insight into what BPA audits entail.’ Yet
this is the same government body that has given BPA members a licence to
extract huge sums of money from drivers without any independent monitoring.
It’s worth seeing what kind of audit report the DVLA thinks is acceptable. Here,
with all its misspellings, grammatical errors and whitewash, is BPA’s report on
The Walk car park at Ebbw Vale, written after several TV programmes about
Excel’s activities there, where hundreds of people had been hit by £60 penalties:
The management of the Car Park is perceived to be not very good by the local
constituents, in the way that they believe that more information/signage, or more
time for transition period by the new operator could have taken place. The issue
about blue badge holders having to pay for parking, where previously this was not
enforced, has of course raised problems, where they were unaware that this had
changed with the new management company.
Excel, have in fact not breached the Approved Operators Scheme Code of Practice,
in terms of signage, information contained on the signs. I think one of the
problems, is that many disabled and elderly people were having difficulty with the
new technology, although Excel provided extra staff and had a seventeen day
‘transition’ period to educate the motorist, there would be many who did not park
there during this period and would have been unfamiliar with it.
The other main issue of contention, is the ‘grace’ period allowed for the motorist to
enter the car park and purchase a ticket, or leave the car park.
For many severely disabled drivers, clearly the ten-15 minute grace period is
problematic. Excel have asked the local car park manager to meet up with one of
the complainant’s, a Mr Brown who is a disabled driver to discuss his concerns. It
is evident that Mr Brown and people like him would require more time to
disembark from his vehicle (he is wheelchair bound) and then to proceed to
purchase a ticket and return it to his vehicle.
Hopefully these issues can be dealt with locally by the local car park manager. This
issue has raised much publicity and is contentious, but again there are no breaches
of the Code of Practice. (Email copied by the DVLA in a letter to me, 8 Feb 2012)

The DVLA’s corporate affairs director swallowed the report whole:
‘I understand that 99% of motorists using the facilities at the site are doing so in
accordance with these terms and conditions, suggesting that they are understood by
the vast majority.’ (Letter to me, 8 Feb 2012)

Asked how he came to ‘understand’ this 99% figure, the DVLA conceded his
source was none other than the BPA (and, in reality, Excel). The DVLA chief
was simply acting as a mouthpiece for the BPA and Excel.
The ‘99% compliance’ figure was the same as the BPA chief executive Patrick
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Troy gave to BBC1’s Watchdog programme on 19 April 2012 about compliance
with signs at Excel’s Peel Centre car park at Stockport. Funny, that.

13 Thousands of names and addresses released to
convicted criminal and BPA member
In March 2011, the BPA member Observices Parking
Consultancy Ltd (OPC) and Douglas Harris (a director) were fined a total of more than £29,000 with
£7,500 costs after pleading guilty to 36 criminal
offences including 15 of displaying misleading signs at
St John’s retail park.

Douglas Harris,
OPC’s sole director.

The court said the company had been ‘unreasonable,
unfair, intransigent, and had deliberately misled
motorists’. It also said Harris had admitted the criminal
offence of ‘recklessly engaging in unfair commercial practice’. OPC had run
what the local trading standards office called ‘an appalling appeals system’.
The guilty plea and conviction meant the DVLA had been without ‘reasonable
cause’ to release data to OPC for years but had nevertheless done so. It had
released thousands of registered keepers’ details automatically while OPC was
breaking the BPA code. The DVLA and the BPA did nothing to tell these registered keepers that their names and addresses had been obtained unlawfully – or
that many of them would have paid £100 penalties without any legal basis.
After the conviction, the DVLA delayed for a day before stopping data releases
to OPC. During that day, it unlawfully gave OPC details of ten registered keepers. The DVLA has chosen never to inform them that it illegally sent their data
to a convicted criminal. I asked the DVLA:
‘How many registered keepers has the DVLA notified that their data was released
via the [electronic access] system to a private parking company that was operating
in breach of the BPA AOS [approved operator scheme] Code of Practice?’

The DVLA answered: ‘None’. Yet its website proclaims:
‘In all matters regarding data release we act responsibly and in accordance with
legislation.’

On 20 April 2011 after just a seven-week suspension OPC was back, all squeaky
clean and with its electronic data link to the DVLA restored – it was not even to
serve the six-month probation that new BPA members do before getting electronic access. The DVLA declared that ‘the company will be subject to a higher
level of scrutiny by both BPA and DVLA’ for three months.
Only a day after the link was restored, OPC accessed the names and addresses
of 1,120 registered keepers because, for OPC, it had just been ‘business as
usual’ during the seven-week suspension. The firm had simply stockpiled details
of the vehicles that had broken its rules at the St John’s car park and elsewhere.
At an assumed average charge to motorists of £100 a time, this gave OPC
£112,000 to chase – three times what the court had ordered it to pay in fines.
(The DVLA collected £2,800 in fees for releasing the data.) So the suspension
had achieved nothing. The DVLA and BPA did not make OPC return any of the
money it had taken from drivers during the time it was breaking the code. That
would have run into hundreds of thousands of pounds.
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DVLA and BPA auditors visited the St John’s car park, separately, on 17 May
2011 and decreed OPC to be fully code-compliant again. Yet nearly a year after
OPC’s convictions, BBC1’s Watchdog programme (28 March 2012) found that
two of the signs were still misleading motorists in the same way that had led to
the court case. Somehow the auditors, using a ‘higher level of scrutiny’ as they
shambled around the car park, had managed to miss these apparent breaches of
the law and the BPA code. The BPA refused to answer my questions about how
this happened. But the DVLA put the blame squarely on BPA audit staff, who
were supposed to be checking the signage. The BPA told Watchdog:
‘[W]e can assure viewers of Watchdog that it was made very clear to OPC [in 2011]
that any further breaches of the Code of Practice would be met with the strongest
possible disciplinary action.’

So, what would be the ‘strongest possible disciplinary action’ that the BPA
would impose on its criminal member company for this new breach? Er, in fact,
none, nothing, zilch. The BPA called OPC’s misleading signs ‘a minor breach of
our Code of Practice’... and let the company off.
This leniency contrasts with the merciless treatment meted out to drivers who
break BPA members’ parking rules. First they are stung by penalties of £60–150
and their appeals are refused by biased officials. Then they are harassed by
threatening letters. Finally their pleas are rejected out of hand by the BPA.
In this case, of course, there was a good reason for the BPA’s leniency. It was its
own inspection regime that passed OPC’s signs and systems, before and after
the conviction, as fully code-compliant. Having given OPC the all-clear on 17
May 2011, the BPA could hardly take disciplinary action against the firm.
The BPA’s kid-gloves line on OPC is a far cry from its attitude towards the folk
it calls the ‘rogues and villains’ of the parking world. This is what Steve Clark,
head of the BPA’s approved operator scheme, told me on 3 October 2011:
‘Let’s get everyone involved in this profession properly registered, properly
regulated and then we will identify the rogues and villains and we can outlaw those.’

Noble sentiments, but OPC remains a valued member of the BPA and has never
been suspended from it, let alone ‘outlawed’ by being kicked out.
The DVLA has continued to flog motorists’ names and addresses to OPC and
its director – 6,000 in the last 12 months (earning a handy £15,000 for the
agency and potentially £0.6million for OPC) – despite their criminal records.
I asked the BPA whether it requires prospective member companies and their
directors/owners to reveal criminal convictions, and how many current members
had such convictions. The BPA refused to comment. The DVLA does not make
these checks either but is now said to be considering doing so.

14 Legal first is coming soon to a car park near
you – and why that’s not good news
In October 2012 a new law, the Protection of Freedoms Act, is due to come in
to force. It will ban the use of wheel-clamping in most situations on private land.
Private parking companies, which have benefited hugely from release fees
they’ve levied on clamped vehicles, have extracted a heavy price for this reform,
which is that they will be allowed to chase for money the registered keepers of
vehicles that break their rules, not just the actual drivers, as now.
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This means keepers will be presumed liable for parking contracts to which they
have not been a party – a remarkable first in British law, and one that seems
likely to be challenged in the European courts. However, an independent
appeals system will also be brought in. The Government has tasked the BPA, of
all people, to help set it up, and some of its member firms are trialling it. Also
mooted are changes in signage, and this is indeed an opportunity for better
practices. So I asked the DVLA who will be taking the decisions on changes in
signage – will it be the DVLA, the Home Office or the Department of
Transport? Shockingly, it will be the BPA:
‘The BPA has responsibility for setting and monitoring standards in the parking
industry. Changes to the code of practice will have been made in light of the
comments received in part of the review mentioned above.’ (Letter, 5 Mar 2012)

This means the BPA, which has set up the current situation to benefit its members, will continue to rule. The Government will again have abdicated its duty to
protect the population from predatory action.
Plain Language Commission will be lobbying government departments for parking signs on private land to follow the TSM, and to obey the laws on planning
permission as well as the laws on clarity of expression and legibility in consumer
contracts. We’ll argue that the whole focus of the private parking industry needs
to shift towards car-park design (including signage) that seeks to reduce the
number of contraventions by motorists – ‘designing in’ compliance – instead of
finding ever-more ingenious ways of raising money from penalties.
This can be done by such measures as entry barriers where drivers can take
tickets and pay on exit, wider bays, clearer signs in better positions – including
large lettering on the roadway at entrances saying ‘pay and display’ or ‘free parking 2 hours only’ – and an end to sharp practices that set people up to fail, such
as requiring them to punch in their full registration number at a badly lit
machine where the screen is hard to read.
The current situation rewards unethical behaviour because companies that offer
landowners loads of money to run their car parks – money that they raise from
penalties – drive out competitors who offer less money because they design
compliance in, for example with clear signage. This is a serious moral hazard.
When drivers, including many tourists, are being charged up to £150 for making
simple mistakes, there has to be a better way than the current industry-written
code of practice being enforced by fat-cats who make more money the more
contraventions there are, cheered on by the ‘useful idiots’ at the DVLA.
We’ll also lobby transport ministers to alter the DVLA–BPA pact, which has
given the BPA such sweeping powers. The agreement is not binding so it could
be ripped up at any time. It’s due for review every year, but the DVLA has
admitted that it has never held an annual review meeting with the BPA and that
the agreement’s substance has never been changed. So although the DVLA has
known that millions of drivers have been falling foul of BPA members’ rules, it
has done nothing to tame the monster it has created.
DVLA chiefs have overseen an industry that has gorged itself on money milked
from drivers – and of course the DVLA has fed from the same trough to support
its own finances. The previous Labour government set up this arrangement in
2007, and the present government seems happy to see it continue.
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15 Ombudsman needed, says tribunal chief
‘besieged’ by private-parking complaints
In a letter to The Times (18 October 2011), Caroline Sheppard, chief adjudicator of the independent and impartial Traffic Penalty Tribunal, which deals with
appeals against police and local-authority parking penalties, refers to the ‘objectionable practices’ of some private parking companies. She says an ombudsman
is needed, not an appeals process. This is because an ombudsman would have a
wider, quasi-judicial role. Here is her letter in full:
Sir, You are right that there is an urgent need for a thorough review, preferably by
the Law Commission, of the trespass law as it applies to parked vehicles (leading
article, October 10). This review should also cover the implications for the law on
contract of the Protection of Freedoms Bill’s poorly drafted proposal for ‘owner
liability’ for so-called ‘parking charge notices’. At the Traffic Penalty Tribunal we
are besieged by motorists who have been sent a ‘parking charge notice’, often
masquerading as a council-issued PCN, those who have had to pay extortionate
amounts, reportedly under duress, and those who have had their car clamped
and/or towed away. They ask to whom they can appeal. The answer is nobody.
The Home Office minister, Lynne Featherstone, has endorsed proposals for the
British Parking Association to set up an appeal service to deal with complaints. The
BPA represents the parking industry, and is authorised to allow access to DVLA
data through its Approved Operator Scheme.
However, because it is the law of
trespass and contract that applies, it
is not an appeal service that is
required but an independent
Ombudsman scheme. The
Ombudsman would not only
adjudicate on liability created by
parking charge notices issued for
breach of contract in a car park or a
condition of land use, but could also
resolve more general disputes,
including ordering refunds and,
where duress or oppressive or
dishonest conduct was involved,
compensation. It should be the duty
of the BPA to enforce orders of the
Ombudsman against the operator.
The courts are busy enough without
being clogged up with parking
claims, and I am sure the county
court district judges would welcome
a properly constituted independent
ombudsman to resolve disputes. It
would also bring a degree of
transparent control to the industry,
enabling responsible operators to
offer a decent service while
providing redress for those who
have been subjected to objectionable
practices. Such a service could be
set up while the Law Commission
deliberates whether any changes to
the law are needed.

It’s not hard to read between the lines that Sheppard thinks the
DVLA–BPA regime is a thoroughly nasty arrangement.

Warning drivers that they can resist the
demands of BPA members: letter from
campaigner Nev Metson to the Cambrian
News (19 Jan 2012).
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16 Analysis of language and legibility of Excel’s
Peel Centre sign
The text on private parking signs must be ‘plain and intelligible’ according to
regulation 7 of the Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999,
because it represents the agreement between Excel and the motorist.
The language on the main Peel Centre sign (shown in full at Appendix D, and
in part overleaf) seems to me to breach these rules, so I asked the Office of Fair
Trading (OFT), which is supposed to enforce them, to examine it. The OFT
can require non-compliant contract terms to be changed. And, according to the
OFT, jargon-free language is of no value unless it is in legible print and consumers have the opportunity to read it when they need to. But the OFT
declined to investigate, feebly citing ‘finite resources’ and saying the case did not
meet its ‘prioritisation principles’. It referred all the papers in the case to
Sheffield Council’s trading standards department, which has been busy doing
nothing about Excel for the best part of a decade.
The terms on the sign are also required to be ‘clear’ by the BPA’s code of practice for approved operators. The code gives no criteria for how ‘clear’ is to be
interpreted, so unfortunately it is meaningless as a standard. The BPA has
repeatedly found that the signs at the Peel Centre entrances are clear, even after
the judge’s ruling in Excel Parking Services Ltd v Cutts (2011) that they were
not. The BPA has refused to say how it reached its view.
It is certainly possible that when the signs were first erected, Excel genuinely
thought them clear. After so many years of penalizing motorists who don’t
apparently see the sign, though, it’s hard to imagine how the company can still
believe this. Yet it claims 99.6% of drivers comply with all the car park’s rules.

What exactly are Excel’s terms on the sign?
1 The text refers several times to ‘terms and conditions’. But there is no heading saying ‘terms and conditions’ so it’s not clear where the terms are to be
found. The sign’s final blue panel says:
‘Motorists/persons utilising this car park hereby accept in full the terms and
conditions.’

If the whole notice is the terms, then they include statements like:
‘Lock your vehicle securely, help reduce crime’
‘The car park is monitored by parking attendants for customer service and
enforcement purposes. If you require assistance please ask the attendant present’.

These can hardly be said to be contractual.
2 One blue panel of text says:
‘Failure to comply with the following will result in a parking charge notice being
issued and a charge of £100.00 being enforced, discounted to £60.00 if payment is
received within 7 days of the notice issue date. Additional costs will be incurred
through late payment including any costs incurred through debt recovery and/or
court enforcement.’

This implies that if the registered keeper breaches the terms that follow, then
Excel will issue a parking charge notice. This text is in far bigger type than
the rest of the main text and is likely to distract the reader from the equally
fierce powers Excel asserts for itself in the yellow panel above. So which are
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Close-up of the
main text section of
Excel’s entrance sign
at the Peel Centre
(size reduced). For
the complete sign,
see Appendix D.

the terms – the first or second yellow panel? Both? Neither? It’s impossible to
know. This means that those rare motorists who decide to study the sign
intently are likely to be none the wiser as to the terms. How reasonable is it,
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in any case, to think that motorists will stand in the rain or snow reading a
notice that runs to about 750 words before deciding whether to park and
pay? Despite its ostensible aim of getting motorists to comply, the notice
makes them likely to contravene. And when they do so, they get a parking
charge demand and Excel can chase them for another £100.

What makes the legibility so poor, contrary to the BPA code?
3 The text is all in capitals, which is known to make large sections of text hard
to read. Those who assess the clarity of the signs for the BPA would know
that most public-highway signage must be in sentence case. But they still
seem happy to accept the Excel sign – and many other all-capitals signs used
by private parking companies around the country – as ‘clear’.
4 The text has a very wide line length of about 140 characters and spaces,
roughly double what most experts agree is good for legibility (50-75 characters and spaces). There is little space between the lines of type, exacerbating
the difficulty caused by excessive line length.
Excel may argue that space on a metal sign is limited, which is true, but the
space available is poorly used. There are 19 pictograms (see Appendix D for
full image), many of them meaningless until the text is read. Excel has also
placed large and distracting artwork down the left-hand side. This is why
some motorists think the sign is merely an advert, and make the costly mistake of ignoring it.
5 There is no system of headings and subheadings, which would help to split
the information into groups of related points. Without this, readers are less
able to skim-read effectively and find what is relevant to them.
6 Much of the text is in a size of type (about 4.5mm (1/5”) capital height) that
is easily legible when viewed close up – say by drivers who get out and study
it at normal reading distance. But at some entrances, including the one I
used, the sign is about 7 metres away from the motorist’s driving position and
canted at an angle. For a driver passing at 10mph while concentrating on the
roadway and pedestrian crossing ahead, the small text is completely illegible.
The key words ‘This is a pay and display car park’ are only 13mm (1/2”)
high. Motorists entering the car park are unlikely to see them, given the
amount of distracting text and symbols on the sign.
At council car parks in the area, the words ‘Pay and display’ are usually in
lettering 65–70mm high, five or six times larger. Watchdog (BBC, 19 April
2012) said that at a council-run town-centre car park where ‘Pay and display’
was nine times bigger, there were four times fewer ‘offences’ of not buying a
ticket than at the Peel Centre. As stated earlier, the Traffic Signs Manual
requires public parking signs to have a minimum x-height of 20mm (capital
height 25mm) and usually there will also be road markings to alert drivers.

What makes the language unclear, contrary to the BPA code?
7 The sign’s first sentence makes no sense, even to people who know the unexplained acronym ‘ANPR’ (automated number plate recognition):
‘This site may be monitored by ANPR parking enforcement cameras for the
purpose of ensuring compliance with the terms and conditions of the car park by
Excel Parking Services Ltd.’
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This means that the monitoring will ensure compliance by Excel with the
rules of its own car park, which is baffling. While it is possible that Excel uses
the cameras to monitor its own activities, what Excel means to say is that the
cameras are there to monitor vehicles and their drivers. When people read
muddled English like this, they tend not to read on. Warning people about
surveillance cameras is a key part of the basis on which Excel extracts registered-keeper details from the DVLA. But the warning is clearly nonsensical.
DVLA chiefs are fully aware of this but turn a blind eye, as does the BPA.
8 The third paragraph is a single sentence of 64 words, which is way beyond
the sentence length most people find easy:
‘Vehicles and their contents are left entirely at the risk of the owner/driver and no
liability can or will be accepted by the landowner, nor Excel Parking Services Ltd,
its servants or agents for any loss, damage distress or injury incurred howsoever
caused to vehicles or persons other than that which is attributed to wilful
misconduct by any or all of the aforementioned parties.’

A reasonable average sentence length is 15–20 words. The OFT has criticized
long sentences in consumer contracts. High-register words like ‘attributed’,
‘aforementioned’ and ‘howsoever’ are rarely seen outside legal writing.
9 The sixth paragraph is strewn with errors, saying:
‘Every person who enters and uses this car parking facility agrees to be bound by
the car parks [sic] terms and conditions of use and warrant [sic] that they are the
registered keeper of the vehicle or have been authorised by the registered keeper to
enter into the contract. In the event that an authorised driver other than the
registered keeper of the vehicle is responsible for a breach of the car parks [sic]
terms and conditions, the registered keeper will be required to disclose details of
the driver responsible. Failure to provide the correct details of the driver and act
unreasonably may result in an application to the courts for an order for the
registered keeper to disclose the requested information and additional costs will be
incurred.’

By using ‘required’, Excel gives the impression it has legal authority to force
keepers to say who was driving, which is not (currently) true. And the final
sentence can mean only that Excel requires the registered keeper to act
unreasonably. This is bizarre and (presumably) wrong. Yet it’s a term of the
contract, deemed clear by the BPA. DVLA chiefs know about this but ignore
it, happy to accept the BPA’s judgment on signs and refusing to intervene.
10 Some of the text is in legalese: ‘evidential purposes’, ‘contravened’, ‘for the
purpose of ensuring compliance’, ‘aforementioned parties’, ‘in the event that
more than one enforcement procedure is exercised’, ‘wilful misconduct’, ‘this
car parking facility’, ‘prior contraventions remain unsettled’, ‘impounded’,
‘appropriate recepticles [sic]’, ‘persons utilising this car park hereby accept’.
Similar legalese in consumer contracts has been outlawed by the OFT.
11 Most of the verbs are in the passive voice: ‘may be monitored’, ‘may be
requested’, ‘if they are found’, ‘are left’, ‘will be accepted’, ‘is attributed’, ‘may
be taken’, ‘being issued’, ‘will be required’, ‘is received’, ‘will be incurred’, ‘be
purchased’ etc. It is well known that overuse of the passive voice, especially
when no agents (‘doers’) are stated, strongly militates against clarity. Overuse
of the passive voice in consumer contracts has been criticized by the OFT,
which has required offending companies to change it.
12 Excel’s wording about the blue ‘disabled’ badge is typically error strewn:
‘A valid disabled badge must be displyed [sic] in the front windscreen of the
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vechicle [sic] with the details clearly visable [sic] at all times.’

What does Excel say about its unclear signs?
Excel says it is keen on clear signs, as its sister-company VCS’s website states:
‘Clear and informative signage is a necessity for ensuring that sites are managed
effectively. Parking regulations must be displayed with clarity and ease of
comprehension as the utmost concern. We have...designed our signage to be as
visually arresting as possible and ensure that all terms and conditions are visible at
the entry to and from all points within a parking area.’

Excel can also be charming when it wants to be, saying on a website about hospital parking:
‘Excel has an unparalleled understanding of the delicate balance demanded by such a
specialised environment. As a signatory to the British Parking Association’s Charter for
Hospital Parking Excel guarantee a fair, balanced approach to vehicle management.
Our services take into account the needs of staff, patients and visitors and we constantly
strive to ensure a safe, accessible and welcoming environment for all.’

It’s not known whether Excel has ever sought independent expert advice on the
clarity and legibility of its signs. Plenty of design companies offer this kind of
service, some of them members of the well-respected Sign Design Society.
The BPA could even fund some serious research on how signs and other aspects
of car parks can help motorists to comply. This is only likely to happen, of
course, if the BPA believes that its purpose is genuinely to help motorists comply, rather than to help its members penalize them for not complying.

17 Analysis of Excel’s parking charge notice
This paper, stuck to the driver’s windscreen in an envelope, is the first
inkling that they have breached Excel’s
car-park rules. So how does it match up
to the BPA’s call for clarity?
The notice is a classic mix of blustering
English and dubious typography,
designed to persuade motorists that
they have little choice but to cough up
£100 – or £60 if they pay within seven
days. And faced by an official-looking
and threateningly worded notice, most
drivers do pay.
The notice gives them no information
about its true legal status, which is that
it’s a try-on – a speculative invoice
issued by a parking company that cannot lawfully fine or penalize anyone.
The tough language – for example
saying ‘You are required to pay
£100.00 within 14 days of the notice issue date’ – implies legal authority behind
the claim. The words ‘You are required’, written in the passive voice without
saying who is ‘requiring’ this, resemble the style of police and local-council
notices. In fact, the company cannot ‘require’ payment. All it can do is seek
payment for a breach of contract, the supposed breach arising from a driver
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Excel’s parking
charge notice.

disobeying the car park’s terms and
conditions. The BPA’s code of practice
says companies should not claim legal
authority they do not have. Excel
regards the notice as code-compliant.
One ‘sentence’ on the notice isn’t really
a sentence at all:
‘In circumstances giving reasonable
cause to believe that the terms and
conditions of the car park were
contravened as specified below:-’.

The reader expects a continuation but
none comes, so the wording doesn’t
make sense on its own.
Most of the rest of the front page is
about payment, reinforcing the social
conditioning that the reader should pay
up. The front page is typeset mainly in
shouting capitals, which are less legible
than sentence case and reinforce the notice’s dictatorial style.
On the back page, a section at the top explains that motorists can appeal. The
whole section is written in the passive voice without doers: ‘will not be accepted’, ‘will be processed’, ‘must be received’, ‘will not be upheld or considered’,
‘may have been taken’, and ‘will be stored’. Overuse of the passive, especially
when doers aren’t stated, militates against easy reading. It also gives the impression of impersonal, god-like authority. Not for nothing is this style called the
‘divine passive’.
All in all, 62% of the notice’s area is devoted to payment details – including the
statement that one of the payment numbers is a premium-rate line at 50p a
minute. Just 12% is devoted to appeals. No space at all is given to impartial
consumer rights information. It amounts to a notice that tells drivers, ‘Conform,
comply, cough up and shut up.’
On documents such as consumer credit agreements, Parliament specifies wording to help consumers know what they are signing up for. This would be helpful
on parking charge notices and the associated demand letters. It could say, for
example, in a box and with lettering at least as big as the main body text:
‘Government warning. This parking payment demand is not an official fine or
penalty, and you are not legally obliged to pay. You can appeal against it to the body
that has issued it. If the appeal fails, you can appeal to the Private Parking
Ombudsman. You can also contest the demand in court. You may wish to get help
from a solicitor or Citizens Advice.’

18 Analysis of Excel’s threatogram trail
When a motorist doesn’t pay up as ‘required’ by Excel, its threatogram process
begins, with a letter called ‘Notice to owner of intent to issue court proceedings’
or, as most of the letter is written in shouting capitals, ‘NOTICE TO OWNER
OF INTENT TO ISSUE COURT PROCEEDINGS’.
This letter comes from the desk of Mr Angry, spattered as it is with red, blue
and yellow ink, random bits of bold type and the irrational use of initial capitals.
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Excel’s parking
charge notice
(reverse).

The letter looks more threatening than informative, with
the ‘amount outstanding’ of
£100 being repeatedly highlighted along with the extra
threat of a £30 court fee and
£50 ‘solicitor’s scale costs’,
whatever they may be.

Excel’s ‘notice to
owner’.

In keeping with the threatening tone, the letter uses
unusual language such as
‘onus’, ‘You are hereby
advised’, ‘accruing interest’,
‘additional charges incurred’,
‘stipulated’, and ‘contravention’. This is intensified by
references to possible court
proceedings and ‘a warrant
being issued to the baliffs
[sic]’. The legal posturing is
bolstered by references to
laws, which many motorists
will find intimidating:
‘Photographic evidence and data is held on file to support this claim in accordance
with the Data Protection Act 1999.’
‘Pursuant to section 69 of the County Court Act 1984 interest will be charged at the
rate of 8% per annum and will be added to the above total.’

After this notice come more letters of the same type from other trolls on Excel’s
payroll, such as one headed ‘Final demand prior to court action’. Then appear
letters from a debt collector, Roxburghe (UK) Ltd of Croydon.
Finally a rant arrives from Michael Sobell, a solicitor and not the brightest button ever sewn on the frock-coat of justice. His letter ‘Notice of Intended Legal
Action’ says the ‘total amount due’ is £141.12 but there are now mysterious
‘total additional costs’ of £207.25. Sobell says a judgment against the driver
could ‘seriously affect your chances of obtaining credit’ and ‘we may instruct
Bailiffs to attend at your address who are authorized to seize goods for sale at
public auction in the amount claimed plus all Statutory Interest.’
The threatograms continue to ratchet up the pressure until finally the only relevant document arrives, a statement of Excel’s county-court claim. In my case,
the claim amounts to £136.46 rather than the £358.37 threatened by Sobell, as
the mysterious ‘additional costs’ of £207.25 have disappeared.
And so at last, after eight communications from Excel’s mercenaries, the phoney
war ends and the court battle begins. That’s rare, as parking companies seldom
take anyone to court. Excel’s boss, Renshaw-Smith, was desperate to win and
could afford to throw bags of money at the case to ensure he did. But his lawyer,
Parvez Mirza, cut little ice with deputy district judge Lateef. She visited the car
park, studied the signs, heard my defence, and booted Excel’s case right out of
court. No wonder Renshaw-Smith wanted her sacked.
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• Private parking and clamping, generally – http://www.portsmouth.co.uk/lifestyle/fighting-backagainst-the-callous-clampers-1-3743333
http://www.appealnow.com/private/
• Sheffield Star –
http://www.thestar.co.uk/news/action-desk/excel-gives-drivers-court-warning-1-4485523
• ‘Traffic Signs Manual’, Department of Transport (2008), chapter 3
• Vehicle Control Services v Commissioners of HMRC (2102UK130(TCC) App FTC/51/2011) –
http://www.tribunals.gov.uk/financeandtax/Documents/decisions/vehicle_control_services_v_hm
rc.pdf

Glossary
•
•
•
•
•
•

ANPR: automatic number plate recognition
AOS: approved operator scheme – the part of the BPA that oversees private parking
BPA: British Parking Association
DVLA: Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency
PPC: private parking company
TSM: Traffic Signs Manual
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Appendix A
Relevant pages from the DVLA–BPA partnership agreement – page 1
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Appendix A (continued)
Relevant pages from the DVLA–BPA partnership agreement – page 2
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Appendix A (continued)
Relevant pages from the DVLA–BPA partnership agreement – page 3
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Appendix A (continued)
Relevant pages from the DVLA–BPA partnership agreement – page 4
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Appendix A (continued)
Relevant pages from the DVLA–BPA partnership agreement – page 5
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Appendix A (continued)
Relevant pages from the DVLA–BPA partnership agreement – page 6
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Appendix B
Judgment in Excel Parking Services v Cutts (2011) – page 1
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Appendix B (continued)
Judgment in Excel Parking Services v Cutts (2011) – page 2
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Appendix B (continued)
Judgment in Excel Parking Services v Cutts (2011) – page 3
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Appendix C
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 1
Though this is a long judgment, it’s important to show it in full as it reveals the
depths to which certain NSL managers sank as they plotted against Mr Berkani.
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Appendix C (continued)
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 2
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Appendix C (continued)
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 3
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Appendix C (continued)
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 4
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Appendix C (continued)
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 5
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Appendix C (continued)
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 6
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Appendix C (continued)
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 7
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Appendix C (continued)
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 8
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Appendix C (continued)
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 9
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Appendix C (continued)
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 10
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Appendix C (continued)
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 11
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Appendix C (continued)
Judgment in Berkani v NSL (2011) – page 12
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Appendix D
Excel’s sign at entrances to the Peel Centre, Stockport (31% actual size). See also p26.
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Appendix E
Response from Excel Parking Services
This is an abridged version of Excel’s response to BBC1’s Watchdog programme
on 19 April 2012, plus my comments (‘MC’) on the response. Excel’s full statement is at http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/watchdog/2012/04/excel_parking.html.
BBC: Why has Excel decided not to
change the signs in the Peel Centre car
park, despite the ruling in the Cutts case?
Excel: The said court case is one isolated
incident that fell in Cutts’ favour. We strongly
believe that Deputy District Judge’s decision
was a grave error of judgement.
MC: If Excel ‘strongly believe’ the outcome was a
‘grave error of judgment’, the company could have
appealed to the circuit judge. After taking advice
from its own legal experts, it chose not to do so.
Had it lost its appeal, this would have created an
even stronger legal precedent in favour of
motorists. Excel decided not to take the risk.
Excel: We should point out that the Peel
Centre benefits from 99.6% parking adherence. A compliance rate of this magnitude
clearly supports our position.
MC: This is Excel’s own figure (enlarged a little
by the BPA to 99.63%). The BPA has refused to
provide any independent verification, and the
figure looks decidedly shaky.
Let’s assume that the number of drivers who
didn’t pay and display for the three years to
March 2010 was 11,498, as Excel declared in
court.
Let’s assume also that the other nine contraventions listed on Excel parking charge notices, such
as overstaying, were double that number. Then
11,498 x 3 = 35,000 drivers who didn’t comply.
This is 0.37% (100 – 99.63).
So the total number of drivers visiting the car park
in those three years must be more than 9million.
Excel/BPA say the total number was about 2.89
million. That’s a huge difference. Somewhere, the
figures don’t stack up.
Excel: Mr Cutts attended the Peel Centre with
his 13 year old son, thus one would have
expected them to take the safest and most
direct route to their chosen retailer, JJB
Sports. I have attached a photograph highlighting this route, which passes over three
Zebra Crossings and takes you within a foot of
a P&D Machine and accompanying back to
back tariff sign.
MC: Trivial though this seems, Excel knows
perfectly well what route I took. In court Excel
showed a photo of where I parked. It’s about 150
metres from JJB Sports – that’s because I like a
walk. The whole point of my defence was that
drivers form their mindset at the (badly signed)
entrance to the car park. If it looks like a free car
park at that point, it is a free car park. And the
judge agreed.

BBC: What assurances can Excel give to
motorists that the company is committed
to providing clear information to
motorists, given the revenue generated
from this one car park alone and the
decision not to alter the signs?
Excel: Excel Parking Services have been
members of the BPA for over 17 years. We
have also actively contributed to enhancing
Best Practice within the industry throughout
the whole of this time. We have also been
instrumental in bringing about improvements
to the private parking sector and will continue
to call for further action and development of
legislation resulting in definitive improvements
for the industry as a whole.
BBC: How does Excel respond to the
suggestion that AOS Code of Practice is
neither robust enough nor enforced effectively enough to protect motorists?
Excel: As previously outlined above, we as a
business are totally committed to the goals set
out within the Code of Practice, and we will
continue to work closely with the BPA to
bring about an improved experience for
consumers and operators alike as our industry
evolves. The Code of Practice is extremely
consumer focused, and with stringent independent annual audits, we are confident that
consumers receive a high degree of protection.
Accordingly, we will continue to encourage
changes in legislation bringing about greater
transparency for all parties.
We would also like to state for the record that
we fully support, and welcome, the introduction of an Independent Appeals Service that
will come in to effect via the impending
changes brought about by the Protection of
Freedoms Bill from October 2012.
MC: The code of practice was written by the
industry and for the industry, and it is policed by
the industry and for the industry. On signage, it is
woefully deficient because it does not set any
measurable standards for clarity or legibility.
The degree of independence and the remit of the
proposed appeal service have not yet been set.
Excel did not have to wait 17 years for an independent appeals service – it could have hired an
impartial arbiter and agreed to follow his/her
rulings, which would have been a first in the
industry. But it chose not to do so.
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Appendix F
Response from the BPA
This is an abridged version of the BPA’s response to BBC1’s Watchdog on
19 April 2012 and my comments (‘MC’) on the response. The BPA’s full statement is at http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/watchdog/2012/04/excel_parking.html.
BBC: Why has the BPA decided that
Excel does not need to change the signs in
the Peel Centre car park, despite the
ruling in the Cutts case?
BPA: The BPA has not required Excel’s signs
to be changed because they remain compliant
with our Code of Practice. While the case
involving Mr Cutts was noted by our compliance team, numerous similar court cases, not
reported on by Watchdog, have found in
favour of Excel, in which Judges have determined that signage is comprehensive and
visible.
MC: The BPA has refused to provide any examples of analogous cases at the Peel Centre,
Stockport that have gone in Excel’s favour. Had
there been any, Excel would have provided examples in court. Instead, Excel cited several irrelevant
precedents from higher courts. Parking companies – including Excel – have lost many cases over
inadequate signage, notably UKCPS v D Murphy
(Burnley County Court, 2012).
BBC: What assurances can the BPA give
to motorists that both the BPA and its
member companies are committed to
providing clear information to motorists,
despite the decision not to change the car
parks signs detailed above – and given the
revenue generated from car parks such as
this?
BPA: The BPA’s Code of Practice exists solely
to improve standards in the private parking
industry, and therefore, to protect motorists.
We review it regularly, in close consultation
with bodies including: The AA, The RAC
Foundation, The Citizens Advice Bureau,
Consumer Focus, The Office of Fair Trading,
Disabled Motoring UK, and a number of
others.
The Code of Practice will be comprehensively
reviewed this summer and we do intend to
look closely at the clauses relating to signage.
We are currently working on the design and
implementation of an Independent Appeals
Service (IAS) for motorists ticketed on private
land, which we have campaigned tirelessly for
over the last decade and which the
Government has finally sanctioned.
We have done everything in our power to
ensure that the motorist is protected from
rogue parking operators but unfortunately, the
BPA simply does not have the authority to
regulate the private parking industry any
further than it already does.
Comment: It’s hard to know how the BPA can
state with a straight face that a code written by

the parking industry for the parking industry is all
about consumer protection. BPA private parking
members are ticketing two million drivers a year at
an average of £80 a time. How many of these
firms tell motorists openly and clearly that the
charges have no official basis and that they can be
enforced only in court? Very few. And the non-fines
they impose are out of all proportion to their
supposed loss from the ‘offences’.
BBC: How does the BPA respond to the
suggestion that AOS Code of Practice is
neither robust enough nor enforced effectively enough to protect motorists?
BPA: The AOS was created in 2007 in the
absence of any other effective regulation of the
Private Parking Industry. As such, it is still
developing and improving.
We now have a robust Sanctions Scheme
where, if members are found to be in breach
of the Code, sanctions points are awarded
which can eventually result in expulsion.
Currently, 29 members have sanction points
on their record and five members have been
expelled from the Scheme.
However, we believe that our Approved
Operator Scheme is no substitute for legislation which regulates the sector. We have
campaigned for many years for the
Government to fully regulate private parking
operators so that those who are currently not
answerable to any authority can be held to
account. A robust regulatory framework
enshrined in law is the fairest and most effective way to achieve this but the Government
have consistently refused to take this important step to protect motorists.
Comment: Sanction points are wiped from the
record every 12 months. The most serious (‘level
5’) contravention is for breaking consumer protection laws.When Excel broke the law at The Walk,
EbbwVale by failing to get planning permission
before erecting its signs, the BPA did not impose
any sanction points and has refused to explain
why. Maybe it regards the law requiring planning
permission as not being part of consumer protection law.
Governments have shied away from fully regulating private parking for many reasons, including
the likelihood that this would give parking charge
notices roughly equivalent status to official fines.
Basically it would bring within the criminal law a
vast number of civil-law matters. However, this
has meant it has handed over responsibility for
private parking to the BPA and, through the
DVLA, takes a hands-off approach to problems
like unclear signage.
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